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treaty obligations. But even so, it was still a long step
from this to his active participation on the enemy's side,
"quite aside from the fact that complications between the
Great Powers are hardly to be expected in the immediate
future."248 Rumania's future remained a puzzling riddle,
adding still further to Balkan instability, uncertainties, and
intrigues.
THE LIMAN VON SAOTERS AFFAIR
Hitherto we have been considering the Balkan Prob-
lems chiefly from the point of view of the rival interests
of Austria and Russia and the nationalist aspirations of the
Balkan States themselves. In the latter part of 1913 the
appointment of the German General Liman von Sanders at
Constantinople caused friction between Russia and Ger-
many, which for several reasons deserves more attention
than it has usually been given. It was the last diplomatic
crisis of importance before July, 1914, and, like the latter,
involved the influence and prestige of these two Great
Powers in the Near East, But it is a good example of how
such a crisis can be settled, if there is sufficient good will
on both sides. Its satisfactory settlement is a proof of the
proposition that war is not "inevitable." We are at last
in fairly full possession of the essential documents relating
to the affair,240 and are therefore able to follow the inner
2« Jagow to Waldthausen, April 24, 1914; GP., XXXIX, 505 f, C/.
also the much more pessimistic views of Vienna as to Rumania, ibid.,
pp. 434-515, passim; and Conrad, III, 549-563, 633-648, 781-789.
2J» From the Russian side, M.F.R., pp. 62^693 contains a satisfactorily
abundant correspondence between Sazonov and his diplomatic agents—
Giers at Constantinople, Izvolski at Paris, and Benckendorff at London;
only part of this is included in L.N., II, 173-279; Stieve, III, 352-439, IV,
1-28; and Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 678-708. The interesting report to the
Tsar of the conversations of lie Russian Premier, Kokovtsev, with Em-
peror William and Bethmann-Hollweg on the subject is printed in M.F.R.,
pp. 624ff.t; L.N,, II, 414ft; Stieve, HI, 415 ff. For the minutes of the
Secret Ministerial Councils concerning counter-measures to compel Ger-
many and Turkey to abandon the German Military Mission, see Adamov,
i Prolivy, I, 61-77 (with Sazon&v's reports to the Tsar)^

